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Using Social Media Platforms in Learning and Teaching

Ms Kelly Preece BA (Hons), MA, FHEA
Research Associate and Lecturer in Dance
School of Performance and Cultural Industries, University of Leeds
School of Arts, University of Northampton
Executive Board, DanceHE
Aims of the Project

explore the use of social media platforms as alternative educational interfaces to the VLE
collate useful online resources in my subject area
help students to recognise reliable online source materials
Supporting Resources

Hofesh Shechter's Political Mother (2010)
Preparatory Resources
Emerging Themes

Autonomy over learning
Bitesize/ongoing engagement
Engaging visual appearance and clarity
Awareness raising of online resources
Facilitating critical reflection
Content sharing and discussion amongst students
Need for video tutorials
Development: Choreography 3

Choreography 3

Reflections in Verse and Prose: Through the Ranks: Ballet Company Hierarchy

Would like to devise my movement reflecting the hierarchies that exist within dance companies. With the dancers competing to be the top.

Nov 12th, 2013
3 notes

ekellylouisepreece said: A common physical theatre task is to give performers a object that they have to reach, and stop everyone else from reaching. It might be interesting for you to explore.

bethhammond567 posted this
Development: Collaborative and Mediatised Practice
Impact
Impact

Special thanks to Kelly Preece, Research Associate in Dance at the University of Leeds, England, for her inspiring padlet!
Any Questions?